We have developed a computer algorithm that can extract the pattern of conserved primary sequence elements common to all members of a homologous protein family. The method involves clustering the pairwise similarity scores among a set of related sequences to generate a binary dendrogram (tree). The tree is then reduced in a stepwise manner by progressively replacing the node connecting the two most similar termini by one common pattern until only a single common "root" pattern remains. A pattern is generated at a node by (i) performing a local optimal alignment on the sequence/pattern pair connected by the node with the use of an extended dynamic programming algorithm and then (ii) constructing a single common pattern from this alignment with a nested hierarchy of amino acid classes to identify the minimal inclusive amino acid class covering each paired set of elements in the alignment. Gaps within an alignment are created and/or extended using a "pay once" gap penalty rule, and gapped positions are converted into gap characters that function as 0 or 1 amino acid of any type during subsequent alignment. This method has been used to generate a library of covering patterns for homologous families in the National Biomedical Research
extended dynamic programming algorithm and then (ii) constructing a single common pattern from this alignment with a nested hierarchy of amino acid classes to identify the minimal inclusive amino acid class covering each paired set of elements in the alignment. Gaps within an alignment are created and/or extended using a "pay once" gap penalty rule, and gapped positions are converted into gap characters that function as 0 or 1 amino acid of any type during subsequent alignment. This method has been used to generate a library of covering patterns for homologous families in the National Biomedical Research Foundation/Protein Identification Resource protein sequence data base. We show that a covering pattern can be more diagnostic for sequence family membership than any of the individual sequences used to construct the pattern.
One major challenge in molecular biology is the identification of essential amino acid sequence elements that encode functional domains of proteins. Although x-ray structure analysis of protein-substrate co-crystals is the most direct method, sequence comparative methods are far easier and are routinely used to identify conserved sites/regions within a set of homologous sequences that are functionally important (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Ideally, one would like a simple method for generating the pattern of sequence elements essential for a given protein functional domain. Such patterns may be highly dispersed at the primary sequence level because protein folding can bring distant primary sequence elements into close threedimensional proximity. If sufficiently complex, these patterns would be diagnostic of membership within a particular homologous family or functional class. As an initial step in this direction, we have developed a method to extract a diagnostic pattern of primary sequence elements from any set of protein sequences displaying a minimum overall group similarity. We have used this method to construct a set of diagnostic sequence patterns for all protein families in the National Biomedical Research Foundation/Protein Identification Resource (NBRF/PIR) (9) protein sequence data base. (10) to generate sequence patterns from locally optimal pairwise alignments. Our modification enables the resulting pattern to be used as an input sequence for subsequent pairwise alignments. The sequence element-to-element similarity matrix used was generated on an alphabet composed of the 20 amino acids plus 10 amino acid classes, the latter based on the physiochemical nature of the side groups. These classes form a simple four-level nested hierarchy (Fig. 1 ) that includes a "wild-card" class, X, representing an amino acid of any type.
This class hierarchy is also used to determine the minimal amino acid class covering any two aligned elements as performed during pattern construction (described below). The values of the similarity matrix elements range from +3 to 0 (see Fig. 1 ), with 0 implying maximum dissimilarity; the match score between any two aligned elements equals the score assigned to the minimally inclusive class in the hierarchy that covers both elements (see Fig. 2 ).
Our major extension to the standard dynamic programming algorithm involves the development of a "pay once" rule for gap weighting. Here, the gap penalty value has been made a function of whether there has been a gap previously inserted in a pattern to be aligned. Our pay once rule has four provisions: (i) for a gap of length k, a length-independent plus a length-dependent gap penalty (W1 + W2*k) (11, 12) is imposed upon the initial introduction of a gap into an alignment (Fig. 3A) ; (ii) no gap penalty is applied for the insertion of a single-residue-length gap across from a previous gapped position (represented as a gap character g) in a pattern (Fig.  3B) ; (iii) only the length-dependent penalty, W2*k, is applied when extending a gap adjacent to a gap character in either of the sequences being aligned (Fig. 3 C. ) and C.2); and (iv) the alignment of a gap character with any other character has a match score of 0. The motivation for provisions i-iii is that W1 14) and ensure that the longest gap seen in any pattern will be preserved. A pattern will thus have an identical match score when aligned with any of the "parental" sequences from which the pattern was derived, again in a manner analogous to a regular expression.
Covering Pattern Construction. An AACC pattern is generated from any given pairwise alignment by the following prescription. When any amino acid is aligned with itself, that amino acid is placed in the pattern at the equivalent position. When any amino acid or class of amino acids is aligned with a different amino acid or class, the minimally inclusive class covering both aligned elements (Fig. 1 ) is placed at that position (Fig. 2) . When any character is aligned with a previously introduced gap, a gap character is placed at that position (Figs. 2 and 3C.J). At any position within the alignment at which a new gap has been inserted in either sequence, a gap character g is inserted in the covering pattern for each residue spanning the gap (Fig. 3) . In any region ofthe alignment where there are alternate optimal paths, the extreme path placing all gap characters as a group at the N-terminal part of the degenerate region was chosen. In the patterns, individual amino acids are designated by an uppercase single-letter code; amino acid classes are each designated by a single specified lowercase character (Figs. 2 and 4 B and C).
To construct a single overall (or root) covering pattern for a set of related protein sequences, all pairwise comparisons between sequences in the set are first performed. The pairwise scores are then clustered into a binary dendrogram (Fig.  4A ) by using a maximal linkage rule (23) . Beginning with the most closely related pair of sequences in the cluster, the maximal local similarity alignment and associated covering pattern are obtained as described above. The two aligned sequences are then replaced in the cluster hierarchy by the AACC pattern at the similarity level of their common node. The alignment and pattern construction steps are then iteratively performed for each remaining node in decreasing order of similarity until a single covering pattern replaces the root node. The root covering pattern generated in this fashion will match with equal score all of the parental sequences from which the pattern was derived.
Calculation of the Relative Information Content of Patterns. Note that IC is not defined if the expectation value exceeds unity, which can happen for patterns violating assumption ii above. The assumption of informational equivalence of the 20 amino acids is not meant as a statement about amino acid occurrence frequencies. Rather this assumption allows each pattern to be assigned a relative measure independent of amino acid composition.
RESULTS
Constructing AACC Patterns for all NBRF/PIR Sequence Families. Our pattern construction methodology was applied to all families of closely related sequences in the NBRF/PIR release 18 data base (9) . To enable the entire data base to be clustered efficiently, pairwise match scores between all sequences in the data base were generated using a high-speed k-tuple/hash algorithm (DASHER; D. V. Faulkner and T.F.S., Molecular Biology Computer Research Resource, 1987) similar to the Wilbur-Lipman algorithm (24) . A k-tuple of 3 and a reduced amino acid alphabet of 13 were used in these comparisons. Because patterns can be no longer than the shortest parental sequence, all sequences labeled as a fragment in their NBRF/PIR title lines were excluded (1743 loci). In this study, sequence families were conservatively defined as those with DASHER A, similarity scores of 4.0 or greater (encompassing the largest 0.2% of all of these pairwise scores); this cutoff was chosen so that the a-globins would just separate from 8-globin sequences. By using this cutoff, the 7395 nonfragment sequences in the data base clustered into 1215 families of two sequences or more, encompassing 5321 of the 7395 sequences.
Next, an AACC pattern was constructed for each of the 1215 sequence families. The 12 largest clusters and their corresponding AACC patterns are profiled in Table 1 . Three sample patterns [from cluster 50, a serine protease-related family; from cluster 1, the largest cluster, composed of hemoglobin /3 and related S, E, and y sequences; and from a cluster offour protein-tyrosine kinase sequences (see below)] are shown in Fig. 4 B-C; functionally conserved residues and subdomains that have been previously identified in these families (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) are in boldface and are described in the legend.
Evaluating the Effects of the Amino Acid Class Hierarchy and Cluster Topology on Pattern Generation. The amino acid hierarchical classification scheme that we have used (Fig. 1) , based on side-chain physiochemical properties, clearly does not allow for all known conservative substitutions. To evaluate the sensitivity to this classification, patterns were con- 
FIG. 4. (A)
A cluster of serine protease-related sequences generated by clustering the NBRF/PIR data base (cluster 50). (B) The AACC pattern generated from cluster 50. Uppercase characters, one-letter amino acid codes; lowercase characters, amino acid classes (see Fig. 1 (15) (16) (17) are all present in the pattern and are shown in boldface underlined type. The regions at positions 178-188 and 199-200 are at the substrate-binding site (18) ; the former region contains the GDSG motif conserved in known serine proteases (19) . Positions 46 and 91, along with position 184 (all in boldface) constitute the active-site charge-relay system (18) . (C) AACC pattern generated from cluster 1 (composed of hemoglobin 3, 8, E, and y sequences; see Table 1 ). Three required or highly conserved residues within globin sequences (20) are shown in boldface: the proximal histidine residue in the F helix that binds iron (position 86), a phenylalanine residue in the C helix that packs against the heme (position 36), and a proline residue in the C helix (position 30). The distal ligand-binding histidine found in most globins at position 57 is not conserved in this sequence set. (D) AACC pattern constructed from four protein-tyrosine kinase sequences: human insulin receptor (NBRF/PIR locus A05274) and feline trk (locus A25184), mouse platelet-derived growth factor receptor (locus A25742) and human ret (locus TVHURE). Six conserved regions previously identified within the catalytic domains of protein kinases (21, 22) are in boldface and underlined. structed for 36 sequence clusters using (i) no amino acid classes beyond identities X and g, and (ii) five classifications each constructed by randomly assigning the 20 amino acids to the termini of the hierarchy in Fig. 1 . Using only amino acid identities resulted in a 38% average decrease in the IC values compared to our standard scheme (a reduction of ma23 amino acid equivalents per pattern). The five random classification schemes on average resulted in a 12% decrease in the IC values compared to our standard hierarchy. The latter patterns resemble those generated using just identities but include additional pattern elements apparently created by chance coincidence with one of the random classes, resulting in higher IC patterns.
To determine the degree to which final patterns are sensitive to the branching order of the cluster, we carried out two empirical tests. (i) Patterns were generated from subsets of sequences taken from a cluster and then compared with the pattern generated from the entire family. In the subsets, the degree of pattern degeneracy was directly related to the degree of sequence divergence represented in the subset; when a subset sampled the complete taxonomic range of the original cluster, the resulting pattern closely resembled the pattern generated from the complete set. (ii) Patterns were generated from clusters in which sequences were randomly reassigned to the tree termini and then compared with the pattern generated from the original cluster. In all cases the patterns generated from clusters with randomly assigned termini closely resembled the pattern generated from the original cluster hierarchy. Tubulin alpha alpha-i beta beta-3 beta-4 beta-5 chain Pat, pattern; seq(s), sequence(s); Max, maximum; Min, minimum; len, length; ID, information density. *Maximum and minimum lengths of the clustered sequences used to construct each pattern. tNumber of sequences in each cluster used to construct a pattern. tBecause patterns can contain gap characters, pattern length may exceed the length of the smallest sequence used to construct the pattern.
§Pattern information content is expressed as amino acid equivalents.
Pattern information density = (pattern IC)/(pattern length). Because each run of gap characters within a pattern is treated as a single-object in the calculation of pattern IC, each gap run is treated as a single character in the calculation of pattern length and ID.
IlConsensus titles for each pattern were constructed from the eight most frequent words appearing in the NBRF/PIR title lines of the clustered sequences used to construct each pattern, each word displayed in the average order of appearance within the titles.
AACC patterns can be more diagnostic than the individual sequences in detecting distantly related family members. In these studies, the same dynamic programming method, including gap-weighting function, was used, but "mismatches" were more strongly penalized (-2 instead of 0 except for matches to X, which were maintained at 0). The scores were length-normalized by dividing by the logarithm ofthe product of the lengths of the aligned sequences (effectively dividing by the similarity score expected by chance; ref. 25); here it is assumed that the similarity scores obtained using our gap penalty and weighting matrix have the same length dependence as noted earlier for DNA comparisons (25) . For the AACC patterns we have used the information content, measured in amino acid equivalents, as their effective lengths (for sequences, sequence length is equal to the information content when expressed as amino acid equivalents). The protein kinase (PK) family was used to evaluate the diagnostic capability of AACC patterns because this family encompasses a large and diverse set of sequences with low overall sequence similarity (21, 22 ). An AACC pattern (Fig.  4D) was constructed from four protein-tyrosine kinase sequences (two from the insulin receptor subfamily, human insulin receptor, and feline trk; and two from the plateletderived growth factor receptor subfamily, mouse plateletderived growth factor receptor, and human ret) (21) . A positive control set of 80 PK sequences was then constructed by (i) searching for the words "protein kinase" in the comment fields ofthe sequences in the NBRF/PIR data base, and (ii) using a regular expression sequence pattern that detects most known PK sequences in the data base (pattern III.B of ref. 22) , and excluding all sequence fragments. One additional known PK-related sequence that is not present in the NBRF/PIR data base (Epstein-Barr virus gene BGLF4) (15, 22) was also added to this set. A negative control set of 313 non-PK-related sequences was generated by taking one sequence from every tenth sequence family generated from the NBRF/PIR data base (including those clusters with only one member) and excluding known PK sequences.
Length-normalized scores were generated by optimally aligning the PK pattern to both the positive and negative control sets (Fig. 5A ). False-negative (FN) matches were considered those matches within the positive control set ofPK sequences with scores less than the 99th percentile of the match scores of the non-PK-related negative control set. For the PK pattern, only four PK sequences had match scores less than the 99th percentile of the control set (Fig. 5A) . The four PK sequences used to generate the pattern were also individually aligned with the same two control sets. With the same 99%o percentile criterion for determining FN matches, the four individual PK sequences (human insulin receptor, feline trk, mouse platelet-derived growth factor receptor, and human ret) generated 46, 23, 29, and 20 FN matches, respectively. The positive and negative score distributions for the PK sequence with the least number of FN matches, human ret, are shown in Fig. 5B . The greatly reduced level of FN matching for the PK pattern vs. the individual PK sequences demonstrates that AACC patterns can be more diagnostic of family membership than the sequences used to construct the pattern.
DISCUSSION
We have used the same amino acid classification scheme to define both the AACC pattern elements and a similarity scoring metric among these same elements. Given this particular similarity matrix and gap scoring scheme, for any single pair of amino acid sequences and/or patterns, the present method will find the optimal AACC pattern (i.e., one that has the highest score of any such pattern when matched against the two generating sequences). However, because we employ sequential pairwise alignments rather than a single optimal multisequence alignment during pattern construction, our method cannot guarantee that the final (root) pattern is optimal for the entire set. Nevertheless, given that each of the pairwise alignments contains the maximal set of conserved elements common to the entire set, even if the pairwise alignments are not all equivalent (different gap arrangements extending to different degrees between common domains), the method should find the overall optimal pattern for the set. In fact, because the patterns we have tested are not very sensitive to cluster branching (and thus to alignment order), the sequential pairwise alignment technique appears to generate nearly optimal patterns in practice.
There are two apparent reasons why AACC patterns can be more diagnostic offamily membership than the sequences used to construct them. 
